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Abstract: In this paper, we preseNrt a brief historical account of the dwelopment of Fixed pointTheorems (fpths), There are about seven thou$qnd r-esults *fiir -J tii, paper includes almostall initial generalizations and extensionl of majoi a1d inleres$ results on.,'plrs, thro'gh different

ffi:.*Hffiffirlike 
contraction; Non-eipansive: Multifiil*"*; Frff"r";f nailpinrs;a;
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l.Introduction:

Let T be a self mapping on a set x. An element u in x is said to be a fixedpoint of the mapping T 
-if 

Tu : u. T\e fpth is a statement which asserts that undercertain conditions (on the mapping r and on the space x), a mapping z of x intoitself admits one or more fxed pointr. History i, u ,""rri"frr rcord of man,sachievement & historical ....utch is the application of sciitific method to thedescription and analysis of past events. In this paper, *, n* *.a briefly to presenta history of fuths. There are prenty of resurts on different cases of fpthsand thispaper is basically a survey work which deals with almost all earlier settings of fpths,
Y1t1l 

sli-table examples. This paper considers some short abbreviation s lfte fpths,Bfth, sfpth, & CMTH for fxed point theorems, Brouwer's fixed point theorem,schauder's fxed point theorem & contraction Mapping Theorem respectivery.
_ Historicaily, the most important resurt in-thJfil is the famous theoremof L.E.J. Brouwer which. says that every continuous-ser-m*a, of the closedunit ball in Rn, the n-dimensional Eucridean space, porr.Jr'", a fixed point.This result, published by Brouwer (1910), was prwiously known to H. pointcar6

in an equivalent form. In 19g6, pointcar6 proved the following resurt: If
.f : En + En is any continuous function with the property that, for some r > 0 and
any o > O,-frx) 4 a x * 0, ll r ll = r then there exists a point xo, llxoll< r such that
-f (x) = xo . Now it is known that this assertion is equivalent ti the nypth. Another
interesting fact is that the poincar6 theorem was also rediscovered by p.Bohl
(1904). Also, A.L. cauchy (1g44) was the first mathematician to give a proof for the
existence and uniqueness of the solution of the differential equations *= .flrr) ,
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/(I0)='/g,whenfisacontinuouidifferentiablefunction.R.Lipschitz(1877)
simplifiedCauchy,sproofusingwhichisknowntodayasthe.LipschitzCondition''
Latter G.peano (1gg0) established a deeper t"r"rt, suiposing of1 the continuity of

F. Eeano's approach is mo'e related to modern Tpin' *tti"A is used to obtain

existence;tl;oti3n.ro"" 
(192S) pror:d the combinatorial geometric lemma on the

decomposition of a d;gi;; ;hih ptays animnortant roli in the theory of fxed

points. Due to its wid;;p;iications, irt3i" 
"t. 

plenty of resuls and still more results

io .o.. ortfpths.fn"r"'*. the most io,poJ*t toots for provingrtre existence and

uniqueness or rotutiJn-r*to lurioor rnutrr".uti.ul models (differential' integral'

ordinary and partial diiferentiat equations, variational inequalities)' other fields are

steady-state t .p.rut*. aistriuution, chemical reactions, Neutron transport theory'

F.conbmic th"ory, g*" tt'*'y' Epidemics' Flow of fluids' Optimal control theory'

Fractals, etc.

2. Brouwer's Schauder's and Tychonoffs Epths:

Brouwer proved his famous theorem n lglz'As such theorems' where the

spaces are subsets 
"f"';; 

Rt are not of m.ch use in Functional analysis where one

is generally 
"on""*.aiitr, 

innrri , di.r*ional subset of some function spaces' The

first infinite dimensronal fpth wasihvestigated by c.D. Bitq-f & o'D' Kellogg

(Igz\).There exist .*iir""r. orth" otigin al Bfpth. Birkhoff & Kellogg gave one

proof of Bfpth *'il 
''t" 

assumption aUout convexity and compacuress'

b.J. schauo 
"' 

n tili eJended trre nirxnorr-xellogg theorem to metric linear

space and in 1930, ;;hil;; gxtended Rlpth to thi result that every compact

convexsetinaBanachspacehasthen*.apoi.tpropertyforcontinuousmapping,as
well as that every weakly compact.oour*"o io a'separable Banach space has the

fxed point prop."y'iJ'*t-unv continuous iapping' An improvement of the last

assertion wa, obtait'eJ UV fvf'Og- &-V' Smulian (1940)'

Amongtheseveralproofsot.!finnanelytopological,analyticanddegree
theoretic, the proof of Bfpth Atp'nOi"g..on "*iout 

dtftitioot of the degree of a

mapping (i.". ,otutioln 
"ii 

*ti"t n"rOl-*'"* given !Y 
Brou-wer (1910' l9l2);

J.w. Arexaoo.' iiqzi)' s' Lefscn"t' tiizai; s fgtl 0e2e\; J' r'erav &

J.Schauder (1e34I E'i'othe (1212.:' i'{ili""r (le+-r); J' Lerav (1e50); l!{'

Nagumo (1e51); i5"et'oii 1l?i1]t. 
rri'lc"t itqoo); ̂a' Granas (re62);

P.Whittlesev(1e63;;;A-dtrqo+j;r'rJar(tdzo);F'F''Browder&J'A'B'
poner (r97 Z);Ah;; ;.; l tg22i,*0., irt-i.pt"ssion. a'Uout ryptft was proved for

homeomorphism only, gave an.* proof-ileirrst continuos theorems applicable to

non-linear problems *"ie Arre to Leray & ichaunder (1934), known as "the Leray'

Schaunder theorJ', using the tinearisatioii'itft' 
gut ihi' tt"ot"t cannot be stated

or applied *itfroot 
"'too*-fedge 

of a.g"" t"o.y. Various attempts have been made
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to replace Leray-Schauder theorem by theorems in uftich the degree is not used.
These theorems use conditions which are less general but more easily established in
applications. The most useful result is that of Schaefer (1955) and Browder (1966).
In 1926, Lefcshetz gave an extension of Bfpth to orientable n-manifolds without
boundary, using what is called now the Lefschetz number n(fl, and also efiended
this to the case of n-manifolds with boundary. This result was further extended to
finite polyhedra by Hopf (1929). Lefschetz (1930,42) gave fpth for compact
contractible sets. E.Spanier (1966) gave a modern proof of Lefschetz's resuit in
1942. s.Kinoshita (1953). E.r'. whintesey (1963); R.H. Bing (1969), E. Fadell
(1970) have given fpths on contractible sets with many interesting examples and
references.

Another proof of Bfpth depending on classical method (calculus &
determinants) were given by Birkhoff & Kellog (1922)the most proof of Bfpth is
by simplicial subdivision of an n-simplex due to B Knaster, c. Kuratrvoski c
S. Mazurkiewicz(1929); C. Kuratwoski (1933) and L.M. Graves (1946).Ilirsch's
(1963). Hirsch's proof plays an important role in the algorithms for fixed point in
Bfpth' Unlike CMT, Bfpth .does not give any computational scheme for obtaining
a fpth. However, n 1967, H. scarf gave some sort of algorithm for computing a
fixed point of a mapping with some additional conditions. This gives a new proof of
Bfpth. we find many othei algorithms in a book edited by s.Karamardian (1977).
II. Robbins (1967) gave compliments of Bfpth. The most interesting generalization
of Bfpth is the so called Ii Borsuk- ulam theorem and Borsuk,s theorem about
antipodal points the proof of Borsuk-ulam theorem is that of lVr.D.Meyerson &
A.L Wright (1979).

The condition of compactness in sfpth was a very strong condition. As
many problems in analysis do not have compact setting, it was natural to modifr this
theorem by relaxing the condition of compactness. A.N. Tyechonoff (1935) proved
a generalizations of Sfptlt for the case of compact operators on locally convex linear
spaces, and M. Hukuhara in 1950. Tychonoff need simplicial subdivision method
to prove hisfpth. An interesting extension was obtained by Browder (1959), under
some deep conditions for the iterations of the mappings. H.H. schaeffer (1955) gave
a slight but very useful variation of sfpth for compact mapping on Banach space.
Browder extends Sfpth for the compact sets. Rothe extended it n 1937 and it was
Iatter proved by Potter (1972) to the more general case of convexit5/, adopting the
argument of Browder Branas (1962) considered a general regron for the same
theorem and need the method of Potter.

The generalization of Sfpth conceming set valued mappings was proved by
Ky x'an & r. Glicksbert (1952). A proof of rychonoffs theorem using the fixed
point property for the Hi.lbert cube is given by N. Dunford & J.T. schwartz (19i8).
An interesting generalization of both Sfpth and Tychonoffs theorern was obtained
by Ky Fan (1961). The extension give'n by Ky Fan depends upon a lemma which is

17l
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ess!ntially the infinite dimensional version of the Knaster-Kuratowski-

Mazurkiewicz theorem (lg2g'). Also, a new and important step in extending the

Sfpth to more general class oi mappings was made by G.Darbo (1955). ln L967,

V.N.Sdovski, using a new -,u,*" of non compactness, proved a. generalization of

the Sfpth foi mappings which are known as condensing or densiffing. M Volato

(l95ii egenaed- S6pln to mappings without strong relation with compactness'

bmoo (1953) extended Sfp;h-wiich was generalized by V.Istrdtescu (1978)'

Also, IV[.A. Krasnoselskii trgsgl. M.Altman (1957) and w.v. Petryshin (1967)

p.p"r"a some conditions for the mapping for the computation of fxed point'

6;t-"oo proved his fpth usng Sfpti. A proof of altmann's theorem using the

concept of degree tneory was found by M.l. Berger & M. Berger (1968). Latter on,

lt{. Eielstein (rqoo) has generalized the thcorem of Krasnoselskii' Browder (1970)

used the homeomorphisir as initial condition. Sadvskii (1972) developed the

genetari"eo degree theorem who extended the concept of degree to the class of limit

Iompact op","ioo. B.V. Singbal has shown that the Sfpths is true for locally convex

spaoes in its nrn generality,"using a technique due ro Nagumo.(1951). A paper of

tlust"p"oeetr itgsz) includes different kind of generalizations of Sfpth'

It{.G. Icein & lvlA.Rutman gave results related to the transition from nonlinear to

linear problem. Also N. Aroisza ln Q9a\ gives general regular condition on T

sufficient to establish that the set oi its fxed points is a homeomorphic image of the

intersection of decreasing sequence of absolute retracts'

3. Banach Contraction PrinciPle:

Tl:nerearefpthsthatcanbeapproachedwithoutanycombinatorialtopolory
as backgrormd. One result applies to contraction that is, distance diminishing

mappin; of a complete menic space into itself. The concept of Banach sirace was

introduced by Stefen Banach ani obtained afpth fot contraction mappings n 1922'

famous as Banach Contraction Principle (BCPi or CMTII. Recently there have been

numerous ge,neralization of BCP by weakening its hypothesis while retaining the

oonverg!nce p-p"rry ; ,lr, *.".r.ive iterates to the unique fxed point of the

mapping.One result is due to R'Caccioppoli in 1930' BCP.is-very useful in the

" ' is**anduniquenesstheor ies 'S.C.Chu&J.B.Diaz in |964,65gaveonegeneralization of BcP. The result due to chu & Diaz has been further extended by

v.lu.Sehegel(1969).KrasnoseiskiigeneralizedcMTinlg64.AlsoE.Rakotch
(1g62),D.Boyd & LS.W. Wong (19?9) and Browder (1968) have attempted to

gaaalizn BCp by ,.piu.iog thJlipschitz constant by some real valued firnction

whose values 
"r" 

to. inro tl n is notea th-at the class of Boyd & Wong is srictty

larger than the class of Rakotch, A.Meir & E.Keeler (1969) has generalized BcP

for-the crse of weakly rmiformly stict contaction'

Some signidcant generalizations of Boyd & Wong thegr;m are those due to

slark & B.E.Rhoao., irggrl, s.L Singh & s. Kasahare (1982); s.A. Eusseln

tr1
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& v.M. sehegal (1975); s.p. singh & B.A. Meade (1g77);J. Jachymski (tg4)
and R.P. Pant (1996)' Similarty, some of the well known generalizations of rhe
Meir & Keeler theorem are those due to s.park & J. s. bae (l9gl); park &
Rhoades (1981); r. H. N. Rao (1985); pant (1986); G.Jungck (19s6); Jungctrn
ICB. Moon, Park & Fhoades (1993). Edelstein in lg42 has shown that
compactness of metric space X will guarantee a unique fxed point for a contractive
mapping on s. D. F. Bailey (1966) exterrded this result for conraction mappings.
Edelstein (1961) gave a local version of the CMTH. The generalization oftne nCp
to a class of mappings_ on c-chainabre space is due to Edelstein (1966) and sehgal
(1969). s.P. singh & zomitto (r97r) have obtained more general results by
replacing the metric by some real valued function with continuity condition. Woni
n 1972 proved the result for lower semi continoo* ."ppiog on a compact
Hausdorff space.

R. IGnnan (1968); Hussain & sehgat (1975) and J.v. caristi (1975) have
considered several generalizations of contraction mappings. Rhoades (1977) have
given more results on contractive rrappings and its generalizations. G.E.hardy &
T.D. Regers proved a fpth conceming Kannan-Reich type mapping n tblz.
Hussain & sehgal (1975) proved alpth which generalizes the Kannan-ieich's md
Ciric tvpg of generalized CMTHS. An sxtension of Ilussain & Sehgal's result was
obtained by singh & Meade n 1977. Both results deal with connonfpth of a pair
of mappings. singh & Meade proved fpth under the assumption that o is upper
semi continuous. we have some generalizations due to s.Reich (l9zl), M;ir
(1968), singh (1970) and Hardy & Rogers (1973) for rwo mappings on a complete
metric space. I(annan (1969) proved a theorem in which the completenes, oi tr"
space is not required. Kannanrs results have been generalized by Singh in 1969. we
have fxed point results from L.p. Belluce & w.A. Kirk (1969) and Fukushime
(1970) on diminishing orbital diameters. s.B. Nadter (1969) represented rhe
extension of the BCP to the case of set-valued contraction mapping.

Browder (1965) Eave a result which did not :rssune compactness. The
result remains tnre for the case of a uniforrrly convex Banach spaoe. We have some
more results on fith due to Browder (1965), Kirk (1965) or trc Goebel (1969).
converses of CMTH have been discussed by p.R.Meyers (1967), LJanos (l%7)
and Edelstein (1969). In 1970, L.F. Guseman Jr. gave afpth that was first proved
by Sehgal in l972.Ia 1976, Caristi rediscovered independently a fpth rryhich-tumed
out to be an abstaction of a Lemma of E.Bishop & p.R phelps (l%3). Its
applications were discussed by Kirk & caristi Q97gl'Kirk (1975). D: downing &
Kirk (1977). Caristi's proof involves tansfinite induction. The proof of Cerfuti's
theorem is given by Kirk (1976) and implicit in a paper by A. Br@nsted (1974).
The localization of conbactive mapping condition was given by RD. Holmcs
(1976). David ttjlbert (1895) introduced a metric g'hich is interesting in its orvn
right but also applications to analysis, as was proved by Birkhoff (lgs7) and by

tel
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IJ.Urabe (1956) . It is possible to show that, after a suitable change of the metric, the

firapping is actually a contraction mapping. The first result of this type seems to be

tftai of - B.rr"g. in 1959. Generalizations of Bessage's result as well as of related

results were obtained by Meyers (1970). s.Leader (1977),I.Rosenholtz (1976), etc'

Various applications or trt" CMTH have been given in copson [pp 111-136];

Heuser ]pi n-ztl;Martin [pp 114-117]; pilts tpp 88-891; Simmons [pp 339-340],

Singh [pp 10-1U, Smart fuP al-52].

4. FPTIIS For Non- Expansive Mappings:

As the fundamental properties of c rntraction mapping do not extend to non-

expansive mappings, so it is of gfeat importance in applications to find out if non-

.*i*riu. 
"tupping" 

have fxed points. The study of non-expansive mappings has

been one of the main features in recent development of fxed point properties'

Contractive mappings, isometries and orthogonal projections are all non-expansive

mappings. fne iioblem of the existence of an extension for non-expansive mappings

on Rn was first considered by M.D Kirszbraun (1934) .M. Markov & Kakutani

in 1938 referred to simultaneous fxed points of suitable families of continuous

mappings of compact convex subset of a topological vector space into itself' The

.uppi"ir in the Ir@ must satisff a condition close to line

.ld;ii .tn. f"rt i-pottu"t t toft in the theory of fxed points for non-expansive

mappin! was obtained by R. de Marr_in 1963 who has proved an interesting

extensive of the famous result of Markov-Kakutani. This result greatly influenced to

the development of fixed point theory . R.de Marr gave various fpths concemng

families oi mappings which need not to be affine, using downward induction

argument
Kirkinlg63provedafpthusingacharacter izat iolgfref lexivedueto

v.smulian and a concept (normai structure) of M.s. Brodski & D.P. Milman in

1948 to prove the;p* io. tupping which do not increase distances' Brodski and

Mil-"o'guu. ,onditioo, undei which a convex set in a Banach space has a point

invariant under all isometric self mappings. E.w. cheney & Goldstein in 1959 have

g i " * . t ' " resu l ts fo ranon-expao ' iu "mgp lqg inamel r i c .space.K i rk in1965
provedfprhfo, u noo-.*p*s#self-mapping ofa bounded' 9lo':d' 

convex subset of

a reflexive Banach ,pu"r. Ao immediate 
"oor"qo.nt" 

of Kirk's theorem was proved

ilJ.p*a"otrv uy nrowaer (1965); D.Gohde & Kirk (1965). They proved that a

non-r*p*ri"e self -"ppioi of a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly

convex Banach ,p"." n.t a-fxed point. Latter on, I(irk in 1970 proved the sa19

result under sligbtly;;; assumptions that the space is reflexive and a bounded

closed convex subset has normal structure'

Theorems r--;ppr**ating fxed point conceming the convergence of

some sequen.. a.iri using iteiation techniques for general non-expansive

ll0l
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mappings are given by Browder & petryshin (1966,67); Ederstein (1966), Diaz &
x'.T. Metcarf (1967); A. pary e97r); s. Kanier ogit); Ex'. senter & w.c.
Dotson Jr. (1974); Reich (1976); Browder (1976). rn recent works include papers
of Browder (1966) dealing with the relationship of non-expansive mappings to the
theory of monotone operators in Hilbert space and, in moie general setting to the
theory of J-monotonq operators and accretive operators. n"ir"o., & petryshin
(1966) proved fpth -t9t non-expansive ''o 

"ryrptoti*lly 
regular mappinis in

Banach space. Petryshin (1966) proved that the class of demi cJmpact operatoni is
more general than the compact operators. rn 1967, Browder proved a well known
result in strictly convex Banach space. Browder's result is false in the most general
case of Banach space and a beautiful example for it is due to de Marr. The weak
convergence of successive approximations for a non-expansive mappings is dealt by
Z. Opialun 1967.

Edelstein in 1966 proved some interesting results in uniformly convex
Banach spaces. rn 1972, he gave the original notion of asymptotic centre and proved
some of its properties and used it to prove a fpth for a class of mappings which
includes non-expansive mappings. A semi contraction is a generalization obt-ained by
intertwining of non_-expansive mappings with strongfi continuous mappings.
Browder's result is false in the most general case of ganach space and a beautiful
example for it is due to de Marr. The weak .oou"rgin." of successive
approximations for a non-expansive mappings is dealt by Z. opial n 1967.

Edelstein n 1966 proved some interesting resurts in uniformly convex
Banach spaces. rn 1972, he gave the original notion of asymptotic centre and proved
some of its properties and used it to prove a fpth for a class of mappings which
includes non-expansive mappings. A semi contiaction is a generalization^obiained by
intertrvining of non-expansive mappings with strongf continuous mappings.
Browder n 1966 wgs the frst to develop fpth for semi connaction mappinls.
subsequently, T.c. Lim (19g0), rc yanagi (19g0) and others dealt with Ederstein's
result extensively. Also further contributions on semi contraction mapping were
made by Browder (1968); petryshin (1968); Nassbaum (1969); xirt-ftxly ano
webb (1970). The concept which Dotson Jr. (1972) has iabelled quasi-non-
expansive, was essentially introduced, along with some other related ideas, by oiaz
& Metcalf n l962.It is clear that a non-expansive mapping with at least one fixed
point is quasi-non expansive mapping Sadovski in lgii guu" an example showing
thaf non-expansive mapptng may fail to have fixed points in general Banach ,pu"J
Dotson n 1972 gave an example which is continuous quasi-non expansive but not a
non-expansive. R. IC Bose & R.N. Mukherjee in 1975 showed that Dotson's
theorem remains valid if there is an associated family of compact subset of a
complete metric space. Petryshin & williamson (1972),73) pioved a theorem
conceming the quasi-non-expansive mapping. In a unifcrmly convex Banach space,
Senter & Dotson Jr, have given conditions under which certain types of iterates

I t ]
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Manp qpe) of a quasi-non+xpansive mappings converge to a fixed points of the

ffi"se 6, wtu*ner;ee in 1981 considered approximation of fixed points of

generalized non-expansive mapping'
Reich in 1976 considered the iteration scheme for non-expansive mappings

in uniformly convex space with a Frdchet differentiable norm. For a commuting

family of non-expansive mapplng", we have results from Belluce & Kirk in 1966

and p.ICF. Kuhfitty in fggO. Xi in 1970 gave aresult for non-expansive mappinq

on cluster set. caristi (1975,76) ; r,i- (tgao); Downing & Kirk (1977) and Yanagl

(1980)consideredinwardmappingsandproved;p/ftforsuchmappingsoothsinq|e
vutu"i and multivalueo. n.uarpern in 1965 first considered inward mapping in his

Ph.D. thesis. Goebel & Kirk n lg72 proved fpth for asymptotically non-expansive

mappings. s.c. Bose in 1978 proved afpth as an extension of opial's convergence

tft.oi"ni n 1967 for non-expansive mappings to the class of asymptotically non-

expa4sive mappings. In lg1i. G.B. Passty extended Bose's result. J. Lindenstraus

in 1975 has constructed an example of a non-expansive mapping defined no a close4

convex and bounded set of a Banach space such that the sequence does not

converge. An interesting class of non-expansive mappings for which the cauchy-

picarisequence of iterations converges, was discovered by J.J. Moreau in 1978'

His result refers to the Hitbert space nonlinear mappings. The extension of

Moreaurs result to the case of uniformly convex Banach spaces was obtained by

B.Beauzamyin lgT8.D.deFiguei redoandPetryshin: r . |967computedf ixed
point ior class of non-expansive mappings'

5. Fpths For ManY Values MaPPings :

IfeachpointxofasetlzismappedontoasetU(x)thenUiscalledamany
valued mappings (4!tlti functionst' 

- 
fnt study of fixed point problem of

multifunction, *u, *tr"tra uv r"kuntani in 1941, when u(x) is compact & convex

in finite dimensional spaces. This is the extension of Bfpth to the point compact

convexset-valuedmappingsonacompactconvexsetinEuclideanspace.Itwas
extended to infinite dimenJionat Banach spaces by Bohnenblust & Karlin in 1950

by a method similar to schauder's ptoof itt 1930 and to locally convex spaces by

KyFantn:rgsl-andbyGlicksberg' in19'2.S.Eilenberg&D.Montgomeryin
1946 allowed U(x) to be the acyclic (homologically ftivial); so did de Begle (1950)

and G6rniewiez & Gran"r (tq70). Ky Fan in 1961 merely requires u(x) to be

compactbuthereU(x)mustdependcont inuouslyonx.R.E'Smi thsonin196:
considers cases wherf i;(*) it finite-valued. Among two sigrificant sets of methods

in the fxed points oi*ottin"toed mappings, the first homological method started in

1946 by Eilnberge c trlootgom."y *hti.tt the second method started in 1935 by

J. Von Neumann.
Fan,s result also generalizes Schauder.Tychonof?s theorem. J.P. Dauer

n lg1zhave considere afin nt multifunctions'providing natural seftings for many

tr2l
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problems in Control thegv involving differential equations. The developments ofgeometric fpth for multifrrnctions was initiated by Nadler Jr. In 1969 andsubsequently persued by J.T.Markin {r973);Browder (r96s); N.A. Assad & Kirk(1972); Goebel, E. Lami-Dogo (1973) and others. s.c."r. r{immetbert n rgTzgeneralized Fan's result and sehgal & E.A. Morrison has further generalized
rrimmelberg's work n 1973. R.L. p[uket (1956) and L.E. ward Jr. (1961) have
shown the spaces which have fixed point properfy for multivalued contraction
mappings' These theorems do not place servere restrictions on the images of points
and, in general, the space is required to be complete metric space. Freischman
(1970) and Smithson (1972) have given various recint related contributions.

Assad & Kirk and Markin worked on multivarued contraction, while
Smithson worked on contractive multifunctions in 1971, which extends Edeltein,s
fpth for contractive single valued mappings to multifrurctions. Reich (1971) and
Bose & Mukherjee (1977) have extended the work of Nadrer Jr. and obtained
fpths for generalized multivalued contraction mappings. In 19g0, Bose &
Yu!ht"i"" 

ptovedfpth wihich's a generalization of u ttt"-.rn of Iseki,s result for
single valued mappings._They arso gave a generalization of a theorem of wong to
multi-valued functions. s.rtoh & w.Takahashi (1977) and yanagi (19s0) proved
fpth of multivalued non-expansive mappings on non-convex domain, more precisely
on star-shaped domains. Downing & Kirk (Lg77)proved afpth nconjunction with
an elegant approach of Goebel. For single valued mappings,'it is known that a non_
expansive mapping is a pseudo-contractive. Dowing c w.o.nay (l9sr) showed
that the same is not true in the set valued case. J.p. lunin & J.sieger in l9g0 proved
a fpth that has relevance in control theory. For the case of p-seudo contractive
mappings. Browder & Petryshin in 1967 gave methods to compute fixed points.
we have some more results for fpth of pseude-contractive mappings due to
N.G. crandatt & Pazy (1969); T.Kato (rg70); J. Reinerm"no & schoneberg
(1976), Kirk & R.schoneberg(1977) and Kirk & Ray (tg7g).

6. Special Cases on FPTHS:

The first theorem regarding to the continuity of fixed points of contraction
mappings was proved by F.F. Bonsail n 1962. subsequently, Nadrer Jr. In 196g
obtained results conceming sequences of contraction -upping and also gave an
application suggested by Dorroh. The first result about th" conu-ergence ofsequence
for the case s :l/z n (0.1) was obtained by Krasnosetski (1955j. This result was
extended by schaefer (1957) by proving the convergence for any fixed s in (0,1) and
then weakening the assumptions about the mapping. The seconi result of schaefer
was extended by Edlstein (1956) to the case offstutd_SpAggq.

The first result about fxed points for family or mappings was proved by
Yrfur 

n 1936, depending on Tychonoffs theorem (1935i. {akutani in l93g
found a direct proof of Markov's result and also proved, a fpih for groups of affine
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equicontinuous mappings' Thus, for affine mappings' fxe! noinjs have a natural

g,o."t,i. significance and we have famous Markov-Kakutani theorem. Latter

Edward in 1965 gave aresult which includes both Markov-Kakutani theorem and

the case of a solvable gfoup orafffre mappings. M.M.Day's theorem in 1961 is still

more general. Day gr; uconnection betrveen amenability of a group of mappings of

..-i !.oup, and ixed points. An important extension of Markov-Kakutani results

was given by c.RytFNardzewski n Ig67.It is interesting to note that the proof

giu"r;ty Nu.O".r"rt i was probabilities in nature' Latter he found a proof which do

not use probabilistic ideas, and Asplund & Namioka n 1967 have found a

simplified proof. We find some mori fxed point results on-families from N'W'

Riekert(1967);F.F.Greenleaf(1969);R.E.Huff(1970)andT.Mitchel l (1970).
The first extension of topological fixed point theory of continuous mappings

to the case of set-valued mappings was made by John Von Newman in 1937 in

connection *itt tn.lr*FFG fundamental theorem of Game theory' The

behaviour of the fixed points of set valued mappings has been considered by Nadler

Jr. (1969) and Markin (1973). Both established conditions implying the strong

convergence of the tixed poinis of a sequence of set valued contractions' These

results were extended further by Nadler & Fraser in 1969 and H' covitz & Nadler'

Using Urysohn's lemm u und n0ptl', we obtain fpth for a class of set valued

mappings which generalizes ani extends the results of Kakutani, Bohnenblust,

Karlin, Blicksberg and Fan' Also' using the Liapunov -function' Sehgal &

Smithson were able to extend many results from the single valued mappings to set-

valued mappings' ln 1966, Ky Fan gave an analytic formulation of hisfptlt, using so

called quasi-concave functions. ThJweak .onuirg.n.. of fixed points of set-valued

non-expansiv.-uppiog, io,nanachspacewasobtainedbyMarkininl9TSwho
used it to obtain a staiitity result for generalized differential equations' we 

f1e

more results related to this mapping dueio Ng (1968); M. Fuli &. A. vignoli (1969);

singh & Russel trqogl iingn trq?ol;neicn lrezt); G.W. Collins (1973\; Dube &

Singh (1973).
E ldonDyer (1954) ,A l lonSch ie lds(1955)andLesterDub insaskedthe

fol lowingquest ionthatwhetheranytwocont inuouscommutingself f i ' r r rct ions
defined on [0,1] t uu. u .on,-on fixei point or not ? An interesting problem related

tof ixedpointsforfamil iesofcommutingmappingson[0,1]wasnotedbylsbel in
1g57. This *u, u lnuin source of inspiration f- u decade and several mathematicians

tried to solve this problem. However, in 1967, W.M. Boyee q Toot-k9

independently Oisprovid the conjecture. Kakutani produced an example that this

theorem does not hold for infrnite dimensional spaces. Rylt-Nardzewski in 1966

proved a more general form of common fxed pbints in wtri-clr norm topology is

replaced by any tocatty convex topology' Folkmann in 1966 gave results for

common fpth. In 1975, Hussain C ijngaf proved a commollpth and later on' it

wasimproveduponty,siogn&B.A.vreaaein|gTT:rnaslightlydifferentform.An
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iteration scheme which gonlerges strongly in one case and weakly in another case to
a common fixed point of a finite family of non-expansive mapping were obtained by
Kuhfitting in l98l. Another iteration scheme converging weakly in more g"n"r,il
setting then l(uhfitting's were proved by R.K.Bose & b.sahani in r9g4. ThJ study
of common fixed points of non-commuting generalized contraction mapping, *u,
initiated by s.sessa yr r9g2, introducing the notion of weakry commuting mapping.

In ordered Banach space, we find fixed point ,"ruit, due to Krasnoserskii
Q96$; J.A. Gatica & H.L. smith (1977); Gustufson & schmitt (1976); R.w.
Leggett & L.R. wilriams (19g0); H. Amann (1976); Turner (rg75). Amann has
shown that using the asyrnptotic behaviour of a mapping, the existence of fixed
points of the rnapping can be derived. wiliams c r,eggetlobtained some multiple
fptlts whiclt they appried to problems in chemical rJa-ctor theory. The theory of
measure of non-compactness and densitving operators huu" uppti.utions in general
topology' geometry of Banach spaces and the ifreory of aifferentiat equations. The
tttost widely used measure of non-compactness on metric spaces are the c[-measure
introduced by Kuratorvskii (195g) and used by Darbo liessy; Furi & vignori
(1969): Nussbaum (1970); petryshin (tg7t) and otheis. ln t972, sadovskii
introduced the concept ofa condensing operator for mappings defined on subsets of
a Banaclr space ad there by obtained a generalization oi ,/pttr. v"t yshym (197r)
points out that a and the Banach space are different although they have a good deai
i' com'ro'. we fiucl sonre fufther results i.volving densi{ing mapping by Dinz &
Metcalf (1969); Kirrr (r971); singh & Guerra (t97t); singrr & Riggio (1972);
singh (1972); Yadav (t972); singh & yadav (1973). J. Han-e in 1974 obtained a
result concerni'g the continuous dependence of fixed points for densifying
mappings.

In many problems of analysis, one encounters operators which may be
expressed in the form T:A+8, wherer is a contraction mapping and B is compact
and z itself neither of these properties ? Thus neither the Bii nJr the sfpth applies
directly and it becomes desirable to develop fixed point for such situations.
Krasnoselslrii first introduced well known theorem of tiris kind in 1955.In 1967,
Zabreiko & Krasnoselskii proved the stronger variation of Kransnoselskii,s
theorem' Nashed & Wong in 1969 gave extensions of Kransnoselskii's theorem.
Also we have related results due to sadovslcii (1967); Nussbaum (1969); Fun &
vignoli (1970); srinivasa chargutu (t97t); singh (1973). Browder (1965) gave
example which illustrates that a non-expansive mapping under perturbation 6y a
compact mapping loses it fixed point. Then the question uiire., does a non-expansive
mapping have a fixed point under any perturbation ? This question has answered
affirmatively by Edmunds (1967). Zabreiko, Krasnoselskii & Kachurovskii
(1967) and Reinermann (1971).

A comprehensive account of history, properties and applications of convex
functions upto 1946 has been given by BeckenLack (1948). i.w. G"""n (1954)
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publishedanelegantarticleonconvo(fimction.Heremarkedthatconvexfimctions
Lave been consistentlv of value :: 

AndG A;t*ty 1yi' 9ft* 
branches of

mathematics, notably iiaOematicat f*oo.i"rl ;iil. iit Xitft (f969) and Stngh

& Ve*ch have given'#fi;;t"*l" T,t.i"* 
fimctions' Potiak (1966) gave a

useful fxed point result for strongly qr"ri *i".*ity that i1 
n:tural asstrmption for

minimization p.oUr"rnL ri.;;..p,;f *r;;i"G; OittiU"ti* tunction with the

point pairs was first to"a"*a ry rc u"is"t-Ti'ylYd:t }t^ "*e 
"statistical

metric spaces,,. tn"nt ,iiir;;;;e o, 'proi""uitistic Metric spac!s" or PM-spaces'

The important n"n* J;;;il;;i*a +.srtr"t 
in rqoo has given a new impulse

to the theory 
"r**-ipL"r, 

lno"a*Tgi" notion of convergence in PM-Spaces'

The notion of u .on iuo.ii-oo';;;;irg OJfrnea on a PM-Space was first defined by

Sehgal who has also proved *"L*t",":l*"tioo tuppi"g in a complete Nebger

Space has a unrque .xed points. fire notion oid-"ft"i""Uifit[ fot PM-Spaces is first

aerrned by sehgal -i "u"*r.0"-n"io.- The notion of Kuratowski probabilistic

measure or non-to"iJt*'Jt' *^ 1*otiJ 
iy- nott"o '& 

Constantin in 1873'

under the nu." or rrirlio*rr.i run.tionr. t. ir,t'utescu in 1974 has given a detailed

oitt"tti*.of.P,,Y'l:ili;"",n"9f*1fo, ordinary differential equations are due to

Cauchy-Lipschitz, Nl"int'g (1953) -]^Pe"io"pitttO -q-'B"tt 
(1958); Stokes

(1e60); cronin (ieil;;*;'ar'tiq?iit ioo", (1e65);.. Giissefetdt(1e70);

Browder (1973). Similarly, the existence ,nJ"t"t* r", p"ttiut differential equations

are due to cacciof itqig) *a x"-i.r.ii liqto) A fxld point method for

frnding periodic solutio-ns'of.dv""ti':l ##;J;;t *"0 bv Pofocare in 1912' In

lg20,Lawsongaveaformulaiionasanimplicitfunction.'''"]::inabasractspaces
andth isresul t is* iu . , , . t , in thesensethat theconvergenceisprovedforany
arbitrary ioi iu, 'uio"-e l".uf version J i.*ron's theorem was obtained by

ffnd.U."oOt & Grave inl929'
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